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this package contains real life non-trivial logistics
operations in a real city environment. it also supports

realistic ground handling behaviors (marshalling,
catering, refueling, boarding, baggage handling, stairs,
push back, etc.). you can also refuel vehicles and push
them back after their flight. the package contains a lot
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of pictures for all ground service vehicles and caterers.
it has also a set of virtual people for all the ground

operations. this package is easy to use and it's
compatible with other ground services. add to

favorites, send to a friend, share on facebook or
twitter, add to your blog or share this page with your

friends. all of them are available to use for free.
download gsx ground services for fsx and prepar3d to

get more realistic flight simulations. this package
contains all details about the ground and aircraft

services, the caterer and the ground handling crews,
the ground vehicles for marshalling, catering, etc. it is
compatible with a lot of other packages (like shuttle-x,

gt-3, fruktur, gg-x, gdt, gdt-x). if you have a gsx
ground services for fsx and prepar3d and you don't

know how to use it, you can just add the folder "gsx"
in your "ftx_cat" folder and it will do the trick. to

unlock the services just go to the menu and use the
button "check". if you wish to use the services

available in the gsx option simply select the box and
click on "unlock all". feel free to use the services for
free, you will not be charged for it. 3d-xpress is the

best trainer for the game fsx. you can find the model
in the folder "garage". in the "garage" folder, you can

also find the model of the airplane and the ground
vehicle. you can open and download the model of the
airplane and the ground vehicle in your fsx program.
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